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Introduction 

This brief guide is intended to help those of you who are trying to find out more about your family 

members who came as Post-World War Two migrants to Australia and stayed in hostels. It is based 

on my own research within archives and libraries around Australia on this topic and is not, by any 

means, a definitive guide.  

Archive and library staff are always available to help you with individual searches and are wonderful 

teachers and resources so always seek their help. The archives also run regular information sessions 

and events such as Shake Your Family Tree to help researcher learn more about their holdings and 

how to access them. 

At the end of this document you can also find some useful links and a list of the limited published 

works currently available on the migrant hostels in Australia. 

Where to Begin 

Finding your family members in the hostel system can be time consuming and difficult. As with all 

genealogical research the family historians’ mantra applies –begin with as much information as you 

can! Ask relatives everything they know about how your ancestors/family members arrived and 

write a time line. Where did they come from? What ship did they travel on? When did they arrive? 

Who travelled? Which scheme did they arrive under? Which state did they settle in? Did they stay at 

a hostel? What work did they do? All of these types of details can offer leads to aid your research. 

In the Post-World War Two period, from as early as 1947 migrants arrived in Australia under a 

number of schemes and by a variety of methods. Some paid their own way, others were sponsored 

by family members and other contacts already in Australia, or by companies who sought their 

expertise or labour, and some came as refugees from war-torn Europe and later from other areas 

escaping communism and political turmoil. A large number of new arrivals also came as assisted 

passage migrants under Government schemes such as the so called ‘Ten Pound Pom’ arrangement 

or under various agreements such as the Italian Assisted Passage Scheme (1952). As Australia cast its 

net ever wider for suitable migrants, agreements were signed with a large number of countries 

across Europe. Like the British Scheme these individual European agreements allowed migrants to 

travel to Australia for a set amount (approximately £10) and some also provided loans for that £10 

to be paid once in Australia.  As time passed, migrants also arrived from other areas of the world 

including refugees from South East Asia, the Middle East and South America. 

Virtually all refugees and assisted passage migrants were housed, for varying lengths of time, in the 

migrant hostel system. The earliest hostels (and I will use this term as a generic name for all types of 

centres) were the so called Reception and Training Centres, such as Bonegilla (Albury/Wodonga) and 

Woodside in South Australia. These camps were often established in ex-army or air force bases or 

existing buildings such as the woolsheds at Port Adelaide (Rosewater). In conjunction with these 

centres were Holding Camps, for women and children, and workers camps for the ‘breadwinners’. 

Finally, purpose built hostels were established, often using Nissen Huts or other prefabricated 



structures, for family groups and married couples, although single men and women were often also 

housed there.  

Your family members may have stayed at one or all of these types of hostels and movement across 

the various hostels and across the country was common especially for Displaced Persons and other 

migrants on work contracts who had to go to where they were sent for employment. It is important 

to remember that although you think your family might have always been in South Australia they 

may very well have come through Bonegilla or into another port and gone to other hostels such as 

Greta in New South Wales or Northam in Western Australia before coming to South Australia. 

A second point to remember is that hostels were both Commonwealth and State Government 

operated and therefore the records relating to various hostels may be held in different archival 

offices. For information on Commonwealth Government Hostels (e.g. Finsbury/Pennington, Glenelg, 

Woodside) and on arrival information in general the National Archives of Australia is the major 

source. They have offices in all capital cities but unfortunately the records are not housed according 

to state but rather according to the agency/department that created them. Therefore for South 

Australia records may be found in Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney as well as Adelaide. 

Furthermore, as the National Archives website states: ‘Not many records of these migrant 'camps' 

have survived, but those that have can provide information about the migrants.’ 

For those hostels which were State Government operated (e.g. Elder Park, Gepps Cross from 1952, 

Semaphore, Woodville) records are held in the State Records Office of South Australia. 

There is, however, occasionally some cross over between these organisations. For example in the 

post-War period butter rationing was still in operation and the allowance for migrants at the State 

operated Elder Park hostel is the subject of files in the National Archives (e.g. NAA Melbourne, 

B5661, 1948/669, Butter Ration to British migrants temporarily accommodated, Elder Park, SA, 

Barcode 932558). The following page is reproduced from that file. While it might not give you 

migrant names, files on associated topics often tell us something about life in the hostels and how 

the hostels operated. In this instance we are told that Elder Park was a British migrant hostel and 

was generally used as short term accommodation. It also tells us that the early migrants, like the 

Australian residents of the day, were issued with ration cards and that three meals a day, as well as 

morning and afternoon tea, were provided at the hostel. 



 



National Archives of Australia 

The National Archives of Australia (NAA) has a searchable website www.naa.gov.au On this site you 

will find many aids to help you with your research including a large number of fact/information 

sheets, office locations and hours, publications etc. There is also a facility to ask the archive a 

question if you are having trouble or need help. It is worth spending some time looking at what is on 

offer through this website. 

On the front page you will see a blue section entitled “The Collection” and under this are many of 

the links for information mentioned above. There is also a link “Search the collection”. This link will 

take you to the archives search engine. The archive is searchable both by a basic search (the page is 

reproduced below) or an advanced search. The best way to start is with keywords. Put in a name of a 

person, a ship or a hostel and see what you get but remember that spellings may vary and 

sometimes you have to think outside the box. Obviously the more information you have (using the 

advanced search facility) the more you can narrow down the results. 

What you find may, or may not be accessible to you immediately. If the file has been digitised (and 

as a project we have digitised many files) you will be able to read it on line. If the file has not been 

digitised you will have to go to the office it is held at or you can pay for it to be digitised so that you 

can read it online. A final point on the NAA files – there are categories of access. Most files from the 

early post-War years are open for anyone to access. Occasionally files are Open with exception 

meaning that they have sections that have been kept close for a variety of reasons such as personal 

information or security. The third category is Not Yet Examined (NYE) and these files need to be 

examined by archive staff before they can be viewed. This can be done through the website. At the 

start of this project many files were NYE, however, we have applied for thousands to be examined 

and therefore major files should be available. It is more likely that any NYE files you come across are 

more likely to be individual and personal files such as Migrant Selection Documents or Arrival 

Documents.  

 

 

During the hostel period official photographers took thousands of photos of hostels around Australia 

and many of these are available as digital images on the NAA search engine. These can be searched, 

again using keywords, through the PhotoSearch option (reproduced below). 

 

http://www.naa.gov.au/


 

Remember that the NAA website has a lot of helpful publications on how to search, how to use 

keywords etc. in their factsheet section, as well as facilities to ask a question, and that staff at the 

various offices are there to help you find things.  

State Records of South Australia 

For those hostels which were State operated the State Record Office (Gepps Cross and Leigh St, 

Adelaide) is the main source of information. This archive also has a searchable website and 

information on how to use the records and how to search.  

 

As part of the Hostel Stories Project, and in conjunction with State Records (one of our partner 

organisations) a guide to hostel records at this archive was produced by an undergraduate intern 

and this guide is available on this website. 

What Can I Find? 

This is not a question that can be answered on masse. Rather what you will find will depend on what 

you know, when and how your relatives arrived, what work they did and so on. Within the NAA 



there are many records relating to travel and migration. Nominal rolls, migrant selection documents 

and Displaced Persons records can give you information about a person, their nationality, date and 

place of birth, ship (or aircraft), spouse and children, occupation etc. Some even contain 

photographs, names of parents or next of kin and other useful information for family historians. 

Again fact sheets such as Number 223 Migrant selection documents held in Adelaide 

(http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/fact-sheets/fs223.aspx )can tell you were these records are held 

and how to access them. Keyword searches on names can also help you find people within these 

records. 

Some occupations many lead you to various records such as those of the Railways, Forestry, Mining 

etc., although these records are more likely to give you insight into conditions rather than 

individuals. Similarly, to get a feel for life in the hostels or what the hostels looked like works files 

can provide maps and plans or give descriptions of buildings or problems. For example  NAA A879, 

C1187, Gepps Cross, Enfield, migrant workers hostel lease of site, is held in the Sydney office but has 

been digitised and does give descriptions of the construction of the hostel and a map of where it was 

located - http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=924217   

The Department of Immigration and then Commonwealth Hostels Limited produced manuals on 

how to run a hostel and these instructions can give you an idea of how the hostels operated and 

what the conditions were like. For example http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp is 

the link to the digitised file NAA, MP414/4, Whole Series, Manual of instructions for the operation of 

Migrant Workers' hostels, held in Melbourne. 

Finally many, but not all, hostels kept records of the people who resided there. For example for 

migrants who travelled through Bonegilla there is a card index in Series A2478 held in the NAA 

Canberra office. Some of these have been digitized and they are indexed by surname so a keyword 

search by surname (remember spelling variations) may find you a relative. In South Australia, the 

Woodside Hostel cards are currently being indexed and are held in the NAA Adelaide office in Series 

D343 and Adelaide staff will be able to help you with these. Other South Australian hostels, including 

Glenelg, Finsbury/Pennington, Gawler, Smithfield and Rosewater, kept arrival and departure books. 

Some volumes have been digitized including both volumes of the Gawler (Williston) Hostel (a page 

reproduced below and available at http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=10631383 

and http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=10631382  

http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/fact-sheets/fs223.aspx
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=924217
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=10631383
http://recordsearch.naa.gov.au/scripts/Imagine.asp?B=10631382


 

Note that these registers are not indexed and to find your relatives you will need to have an idea of 

what year they were in the hostel or a lot of time. 

Conclusion 

As I stated at the beginning this is far from a definitive guide but rather a brief outline to get you 

started. Go on to the archive websites and explore. Go into the Adelaide offices and ask the staff. 

See what you can find but remember that not all files survive, spelling (especially of surnames that 

were strange to Australian ears at that time) is always an issue and finally like all good archival 

research you will read a lot, perhaps only find a little, but hopefully you will gain some new 

information. GOOD LUCK! 

Other Places to Look 

• Destination Australia - The National Archives is encouraging post-war migrants and their 
descendants to search for information and share their stories online in its new website 
Destination: Australia – sharing our post-war migrant stories. The website contains more 
than 20,000 photographs of post-war migrants from various countries. Go to 
https://www.destinationaustralia.gov.au/site/ and explore. 
 

https://www.destinationaustralia.gov.au/site/
https://www.destinationaustralia.gov.au/site/
https://www.destinationaustralia.gov.au/site/


 

• State Library of South Australia contains many oral histories, and other relevant documents 

such as those from organisations involved in hostels, for example the Good Neighbour 

Council as well as a copy of State and Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers, Newspapers 

and a large number of books on migration and various migrant groups. 

• The Migration Museum has stories, artefacts and other information to do with migrants and 

migration to South Australia as well as the Hostel Stories Exhibition (running until 30th 

September 2014) 

• Trove – the National Library of Australia’s’ digitisation of newspaper project which is 

searchable by keyword including surnames and is a wonderful source for all historians and 

history lovers. http://trove.nla.gov.au/  

• Websites and Groups/Forums 

– Migration Museum Flikr site http://www.flickr.com/groups/migranthostels/   

– Migration Museum Hostel Stories http://migration.historysa.com.au/hostels  

– Migrant Web http://www.migrantweb.com/hostelsforum/  

– Bonegilla http://www.bonegilla.org.au/ 

– Enterprise http://www.enterprisehostel.org/  
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